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Starting with the first issue, published in 1994, the aim of “Medicina Modernă” Journal has been to promote the significant achievements of the Romanian medical activity, to communicate and share medical knowledge and to be a valuable database of Romanian research.

Because the Journal is under the patronage of Bucharest College of Physicians and Romanian Academy of Medical Sciences, doctors and researchers from all Romania and also from abroad can submit their work and most significant results, assuring them of the high standards of morality and ethics of our Journal.

Each published issue represents hours of practice and study, courage to experiment, intuition to see the detail that makes the difference, strength to continue a long term work and to put together all facts and experiments in a unitary concept.

Therefore, our Journal is changing, a process which involves not only the graphical aspects, but, most importantly, the quality and presentation of accepted manuscripts. All articles will be written and submitted in English as it is necessary to create a solid link with the international medical community, so that Romanian medical findings should be promoted and worldwide acknowledged.

Additionally, the Editorial Board will also change, reuniting highly appreciated Professors, who will ensure the ethical standards of medical journalism.

The work of the Editorial Board will be supported by Specialties Editorial Council which will also include remarkable Professors and specialists in order to maintain the highest level of shared information in their field of expertise.

The Peer-Review Board is another important aspect of the newly improved “Medicina Modernă”. All reviewers have a difficult and delicate task, as they not only assess the scientific value of articles, but, mostly, to guide the authors to improve their capacities to communicate their knowledge.

Even if all these changes should be sustained by continuous and dedicated hard work, we hope they will represent a valuable step ahead in making the new improved version of “Medicina Modernă” journal a real ambassador of Romanian medical experience and achievements within the international community and in improving the medical quality act and knowledge.
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